Short, frequent words are more likely to appear genetically related by chance

An important question in historical linguistics is whether deep genetic relationships exist across language families. Although specific families can be reconstructed back to around 6,000 y ago, Pagel et al. (1) claim that seven Eurasian families arose from a common ancestor 15,000 y ago. Pagel et al. develop a phylogenetic model, starting with a subset of the Swadesh basic word list for seven language families in the Languages of the World Etymological Database, which lists reconstructed proto-words and cognates. Because these reconstructions are potentially unreliable, Pagel et al. treat each reconstructed cognate pair as a binary random variable. They find a robust correlation between the size of the cognate class and the word replacement rate (i.e., how fast the word is likely to be replaced in the vocabulary), which is closely related to frequency. As predicted, words with a slower replacement rate show deeper relationships across language families, which they take as evidence that there are deep relationships among the seven families.

Pagel et al.’s model critically requires that judgments of cognates not be confounded with frequency. Because there are known correspondences between frequency and word-form, this assumption is suspect. Pagel et al. underestimate the possibility that the relationship between cognate class size and frequency is due to chance by not accounting for a word length bias in how cognate pairs are assigned. There is a robust inverse correlation between word frequency and word length (2, 3), so words like “I” or “me” that are frequent across languages are also likely to be short. Even slightly shorter words are much more likely to be phonologically similar simply by chance: the likelihood of finding a minimal phonological pair for randomly generated words over an alphabet increases exponentially with the number of letters in the pair: two 3-letter words randomly sampled from a uniform distribution over 26 letters are 20 times more likely to be one edit apart than two 4-letter words sampled from the same distribution. Because, for articulatory reasons, short words are cross-linguistically likely to consist of simple sequences like CV or CVC, the space of possible variation across languages is small.

Pagel et al. address this concern and suggest that their result holds even when closed classes of words (such as pronouns, which tend to be short) are excluded, but they do not include word length information in their model. For the 188 unique words in Pagel et al.’s table S1 (excluding infinitive verb markers), there is a −0.24 correlation between English phonological word length from CELEX (4) and cognate family size. The ultraconserved words have mean phonological length 3.4 compared with 3.0 for all other words in the table. This bias could artificially inflate the link between frequency and cognate class size by encouraging false positives: cognitive science research shows that humans consistently find structure in random data.

Although Pagel et al.’s research raises many interesting questions, the data presented are not sufficient to conclude that the seven language families have a common ancestor.
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